Applications for admission reach all-time high

By Dave Ligon

The number of applications for admission to the University hit an all-time high of 15,050 in 1995, surpassing last year's record-setting total of 13,000.

Barbara Stelson, admissions director, said the rise was due in part to increased marketing efforts, but also to the University's reputation as a top institution.

"We've been very proactive in our marketing efforts," she said. "But this year, we're seeing a real increase in the number of applications." Stelson said the increase was particularly notable in the undergraduate admissions office.

"I think that the applications are recognizing the strength of the University," she said. "And I think that's great."
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Applications break record

**ADMISSIONS from page 1 last year's figure of 527.**

Wharton and a five percent increase to the number of applicants to the College, a seven percent increase to the number of applicants to the University is close to last year's figure at 389 applicants.

The state with the lowest number of applications was Wyoming, comprising 17 percent of the applicant pool, including North Dakota, which were not represented in this year's entering class.

Stetson stressed that this decrease came despite an aggressive recruitment program to attract black students.

While there was a 10 percent increase in the number of Hispanic applicants and a one percent increase in the number of Asian applicants, there was a four percent decrease in the number of black applicants.

It was also observed that this decrease came despite an aggressive recruitment program to attract black students.

The number of Philadelphia high school students applying to the University is close to last year's figure at 389 applicants.

Sixteen states reached an all time high this year — Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, New York, New Mexico, Oregon, Georgia, and Washington.

The state with the lowest number of applicants was Wyoming, constituting only one application.

Fifty-seven percent of this year's pool came from the Atlantic Coast, with 10 percent from the five traditional "feeder states" of Connecticut, New Jersey, New York, New York and New Jersey.

Applications break record

Applications break record

**Office of International Programs**

**Informational Meeting**

**Penn Abroad in...**

---

**Seville**

**Michigan-Cornell-Penn Program at the University of Seville, Spain**

- **Year or Spring semester option**
- **Penn Credit**
- **Financial Aid Available**

Choose from a wide range of liberal arts courses from both the Michigan-Cornell/Penn Center and the University of Seville.

One month orientation in Madrid for year-long participants.

Field trips to historic centers in Madrid and Castle, including Toledo, Salamanca & Avila.

**Thursday, January 19**

**12:00-1:00 pm**

Rm 128 Bennett Hall

For more information, contact Heather Gee in the Office of International Programs, 133 Bennett Hall, tel. 898-9073.

---

**Office of International Programs**

**Informational Meeting**

**Oktobfest, Novemberfest, Dezemberfest, Januaryfest...**

Experience Germany all year long with **JUNIOR YEAR IN MUNICH 1995-96**

by affiliation with Wayne State University and the Ludwig Maximilians University

- enjoy the Gemütlichkeit of Bavarian Life
- six week intensive pre-semester program in German language, history, politics, and culture
- regular lecture and seminar courses at the U. of Munich
- live in students' houses with German students
- opportunities for extensive European travel during 8-week semester break
- guaranteed Penn credit
- financial aid for eligible students

**April 20** 3:00 - 4:00 pm

4th Floor Lounge, Williams Hall

For more information contact Kelly Van, Study Abroad Advisor in the Office of International Programs, 133 Bennett Hall, tel. 898-9073.

---

**University City Beverage**

336 8th Street (Opposite Thriftway)

Monday-Thurs. 10 a.m. — 8 p.m.
Friday 10 a.m. — 8:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. — 6 p.m.

**Soda • Ice • Snacks • Kegs • Beer Balls • Spring Water**

**Get 1 FREE**

COME RIGHT AWAY FOR BEST SELECTION

SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 28TH

ONLY 40 DAYS LEFT!

**Buy One Get 1 Free**

**Dinner Packages**

Send a note to a friend or that special someone.

Just $2.00 for 20 Worlds!

Call 898-1111
The trial that brought down Alcatraz.

NEW EQUIPMENT
Fold Special 450 per lb. £

(Must present coupon & student ID to Attendant)

One was condemned.
One was determined.

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

The Bell Atlantic Scholars Endowed Fund for Undergraduate Education at the University of Pennsylvania

Applications and additional information are available from:
Terry Conn
3611 Locust Walk
922-6961

The University Council debated the proposed Code of Academic Integrity

School of Dental Medicine Dean Raymond Foster and Annenberg School for Communication Dean Kathleen Hall Jamieson endorsed the merger of the activities of Ivy Council and the student media to begin work on the 21st Century Project for Undergraduate Education. Chodorow added that leaving the floor to Harris. She said the Committee on Pluralism is "very pleased" with the University administration's efforts to implement Commission recommendations, citing the revamped "arm's length" provost search committee, the created involvement of faculty in the search process, and the creation of residential in residences as examples of progress.

Chodorow added that administrative concern and Provost Stanley Chodorow agreed many issues that would later be raised by Microbiology Committee member Ira Herskowitz, were not discussed at the recent meeting of the University Senate at the University's progress in implementing an "arms' length" search for the post to him.

Kathleen Hall Jamieson. And sixth-year Medical student Erich Santos, Representative to Council Moderator Will Harris, an associate professor of Political Science, then turned the floor over to the Undergraduate Assembly member Ira Herskowitz, a College junior, who briefed Council on the proposed Code of Academic Integrity, aiming to resolve sentencing processes they advocate. Before adjournment, Council also heard from Terry Conn, the University President Judith Rodin's Student Judicial Charter and Code of Academic Integrity, aiming to resolve sentencing processes they advocate. Before adjournment, Council also heard from Terry Conn, the University's acting deputy provost for Undergraduate Education.

The University should also be close to the Information you need. Call today!
NEC axed under Schorr plan

SCHORR from page 1

him to create a separate committee for the purpose.

In addition, while SAC would no longer allocate funds to student activities under the proposal, it would retain the power to overturn a fund allocation made by the UA by a two-thirds majority vote.

"There has to be a slight check on UA funding so it can't indiscriminately wipe out student activity groups," he said.

With the UA's increased power, it will need additional members, according to Schorr. If passed, Schorr's plan would increase the size of the UA from 33 to 60 members, so that there would be sufficient personnel to perform the body's added duties.

Students hot and bothered

HATCH from page 1

students to join Illinois clubs — ranging from those in Center City to the Perelman Center — in better condition than the free weights down here," Hamrick said, adding that the equipment, however, is more organized and maintained than that in the basement's hallway.

"There has to be a slight check on UA funding so it can't indiscriminately wipe out student activity groups," he said.

With the UA's increased power, it will need additional members, according to Schorr. If passed, Schorr's plan would increase the size of the UA from 33 to 60 members, so that there would be sufficient personnel to perform the body's added duties.
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Conflict Free

To the Editor:

I read the January 16 editorial regarding the assignment of Off Campus Living to the Department of Residential Living with great interest and surprise. You suggest that the move is a success and that the Department is doing well. However, I believe there are a few points that need further discussion.

Firstly, the editorial states that "the Department of Residential Living has been successful in its move to the University Life division." I would argue that the success of the Department is not solely due to its relocation. The Department has been successful because of the hard work and dedication of its staff.

Secondly, the editorial suggests that the move has "increased the level of services provided to students." However, I would contend that the level of services provided to students has not increased. In fact, I believe that the Department has become more efficient and effective as a result of the move.

Lastly, the editorial states that the move has "enhanced the role of the Vice Provost for University Life." I believe that the move has not enhanced the role of the Vice Provost for University Life. The Vice Provost for University Life has a broad range of responsibilities, and I do not believe that the move has increased his or her responsibilities.

In conclusion, I believe that the move of Off Campus Living to the Department of Residential Living has been successful. However, I would like to see the Department continue to work towards providing the best possible services to students.

Sincerely yours,

[Your Name]
This is the first of five pieces by Wernick that The Philadelphia Orchestra will premier this year.

The symphony consists of only two movements. And a highlight of the second movement, entitled "Verses for Steve," which features a solo by soprano Sylvia McNair, will be "an enormously complex mater." Wernick has been a member of the University's faculty since 1968, and has won several awards.

In 1977, Wernick received the Pulitzer Prize for his work entitled "Innovations of Terror and Wonder." The symphony will be performed at 8 p.m., and again Saturday at 4 p.m. A reception will follow the final performance.
Pope praises motherhood in Australia

SYDNEY, Australia — Pope John Paul II praised motherhood in Australia on Thursday, despite a recent Australian court decision which in any way compromises the process of ordaining women as priests. The visit marks the first time that the pontiff has visited Australia.

The Vatican has called it a "very important" visit to the Southern Hemisphere, but the trip has been met with criticism in Australia, where the Catholic Church has struggled to maintain its influence in an increasingly secular society. The visit comes just weeks after the Vatican announced it would allow women to be ordained as deacons in some countries, a move that has been met with a mixed reception in Australia.

In his speech to an ecumenical gathering in Sydney, the pope praised the role of mothers and highlighted the importance of family life. He said that mothers are "the first educators of their children" and that they play a crucial role in shaping young people's lives.

The pope also spoke about the importance of social justice and the need for dialogue between different cultures and religious traditions.

Man sentenced to 14 years for killing wife

NEW YORK — A man who said his wife tried to strangle him in a Brooklyn apartment is facing a possible life sentence for the stabbing death of his former wife. The man, identified by law enforcement sources as Rashid Ali, was charged with second-degree murder in the May 2000 killing of his wife, 42-year-old Marlene Ali.

Ali, who was sentenced to 28 years to life in prison, said he had cut off his wife's head with a kitchen knife after she tried to strangle him in their apartment in the Flatbush section of Brooklyn. He said he had cut off her head after he had cut her in the face and neck with the knife.

The shooting occurred as the young men were driving into the borough to the horror of others visiting after visiting as part of an investigation in Springfield Township, Mercer County, who say they foiled a plot to kill him, he said. The federal agents who said they were responsible for the investigation of the plot said they were responsible for the investigation of the plot.

Russia continues fight for Chechen resources

MOSCOW — Russia is now fighting a war against Al Qaeda in Chechnya that has become a globalized terrorist network. The war has escalated in intensity, and Russia is now fighting against a new terrorist network that has become a globalized terrorist network. The war has escalated in intensity, and Russia is now fighting against a new terrorist network that has become a globalized terrorist network.

Even with the expected fall of Grozny, Moscow's battle against Chechen separatists has become a sustained and prolonged conflict. The war has escalated in intensity, and Russia is now fighting against a new terrorist network that has become a globalized terrorist network.

The decision was a major victory for prosecutors, who have been accused of using evidence to defend their cases. The decision was a major victory for prosecutors, who have been accused of using evidence to defend their cases. The decision was a major victory for prosecutors, who have been accused of using evidence to defend their cases.

Judge allows new evidence in O.J. case

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Judge Lance Ito, who presided over the O.J. Simpson murder trial, has allowed new evidence to be introduced in the case. The judge ruled yesterday in a man who was found guilty of murder in a Las Vegas hotel room.

The evidence Ito admitted includes a wide range of al

 hardware that the defense attorneys say could have a profound effect on how jurors view Simpson.

The decision was a major victory for prosecutors, who have been accused of using evidence to defend their cases. The decision was a major victory for prosecutors, who have been accused of using evidence to defend their cases. The decision was a major victory for prosecutors, who have been accused of using evidence to defend their cases.
By Josh Feinman
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff

For the first time in a year traffic is moving on South Street.

South Street has already undergone ini-
tiated new traffic regulations on
Street, rerouting an on-street packing
and making some parking changes.

The new restrictions are in effect
6 a.m. to 10 a.m. on Monday,
Friday and Saturday. Buses and
cars cannot use the on-street parking
spaces that have been created. Valet parking
is now available on the street.

Traffic is not the only change
throughout the city of Philadelphia.

KAPLAN FROM PAGE 1

Electronics GRE row grows

The test company has not
disclosed what changes have been
made to the test.
A great university.
A great newspaper.
And 6 Great ways to get involved

In some ways, college is just like high school. You sit in class, listen, take notes. At test time, you regurgitate the information you've memorized.

But wait. There's more to college life. Want excitement? The opportunity to meet new people? The chance to learn by doing, not by watching?

Join The Daily Pennsylvanian.

The DP, the 111-year-old daily newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania, is consistently rated one of the top ten college newspapers in the country by the Associated Collegiate Press and the Columbia Scholastic Press Association. In fact, more than 30,000 people read the DP every day.

Students, faculty and administrators look to us as their main source of news and information about the University and West Philadelphia. Local businesses see us as the most cost-effective way to present their message to the lucrative Penn market.

Most importantly, the DP — a corporation independent of the University — is run and managed by students. Students just like you. Every day, we write and edit the stories, shoot and develop the photographs, lay out and put together the news pages. Every day, we sell and design the advertisements, handle customer inquiries, and develop budgets and financial statements.

As a DP staff member, you'll get the opportunity to learn in the trenches, to apply what you've learned in the classroom to the real world. From reporting and writing to shooting photographs to selling advertisements to designing pages, you don't watch — you do.

And, in all of our departments, you'll begin doing from day one. All you need is enthusiasm, imagination, and drive — we'll teach you the rest.

Join The Daily Pennsylvanian.

INTRODUCTORY MEETING

Tuesday, January 24, 1995.
Busines 4:30 p.m. • Editorial 5:30 p.m.
4015 Walnut Street, 2nd Floor

Questions? Call Jeff Lieberman (Business) at 898-6581 or Jeremy Kahn (Editorial) at 898-6585
Looking at the departed core of seniors, some of Kovic's predictions took them as they might be ready easier said than done. Last year's all- American top performer, Mary Pederson, was shelved in late January due to a foot injury. Fortunately, through senior co-
captain Montague Burman will. And if there's anyone who can carry the load, it's her. "She really loves to compete," Kovic unabashedly

AEROCBICS BLOWOUT January 20 3-6 pm

• Free Classes All Day • Meet all the Teachers

Gymnastics hopes to vault past Ursinus, WCU

"A Great Way to Break the Ice"

Just $2.00 for 20 Words. Call: 898-1111

**SAVE! up to 50% off the regular price of any purchase of $100 or more**

Petits of News


td. of the Quakers all the incentives to

AEROBICS - WEIGHTS

GWENDOLYN BYE FITNESS CENTER

Annenberg Center - 3850 Walnut St.

STEP • SLIDE • AEROBICS • WEIGHTS

*98-3981 Call for free brochures

$10 OFF FULL MEMBERSHIP for $180

10% OFF OTHER MEMBERSHIPS for $50

**Free Trial Class for Seminarian Classes**

PENNcard or Recreation Department ID. prior to purchasing a class. For further information on ID requirements, contact the Department of Recreation for further assistance.
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Blunt still Hawks leader, despite trouble with jumper

"It's a great honor to be named a first team all Midwest player," Blunt said. "I'm happy to have him back," Goff said. "The year of five losses is over, but I'm still playing hard, defense and offense as well as before. This is just a matter of time."
Defense keys romp

BY JEFF WARD

Drexel University News Wire

The No. 13 Owls cleaned up and clung to the Palestra scoreboard at the final seconds to prevent mercifully close Penn's 65-29 women's Big 5 drubbing of Temple last night. It looked erroneously out of place — more likely to be a malfunction than the momentous 40 minutes of offensive intensity it actually was.

AT Courtside

Twenty-nine points

That was all the Owls could muster against Penn's suffocating man-to-man defense. The game was over by halftime when a demoralized Temple team tripled into the locker room trailing by more than twice as many points as it had allowed in all league play.

"We're gone our doors blown off quite a few times this year but this was the first time I felt like we just stopped playing," Temple coach Cheryl Curtis said. "A lot of that was a result of turnovers. We didn't control the ball defensively, and it hit just like a kick in the face to us in the first half.

"At halftime I thought we could get back to basics and try to stop the easiest things Penn was doing. I thought they played very aggressive man-to-man. We'd had problems all season long with the big man, and they showed it. But when the first half ended we had only shown up for about three minutes of defensive intensity," Curtis said.

"We've gotten our doors blown off quite a few times this year but this was the first time I felt like we just stopped playing," Temple coach Cheryl Curtis said. "A lot of that was a result of turnovers. We didn't control the ball defensively, and it hit just like a kick in the face to us in the first half."

Opening the Book on A New Europe...

Penn in Prague
At Central European University

Semester Program • Penn Credit • Financial Aid Applies
Come find out about Penn's newest program in
Prague, Czech Republic
Courses in history, political science, sociology, folklore, Jewish studies, economics and Czech language
Internship Opportunities Available!!
Thursday, January 19
3:00-4:00 pm
Rm 328 Bennett Hall

For more information, contact a essay advisor at the Office of International Programs, Rm 328 Bennett Hall, ext. 896-9673.

Office of International Programs

 информационное заседание

"We've gotten our doors blown off quite a few times this year but this was the first time I felt like we just stopped playing," Temple coach Cheryl Curtis said. "A lot of that was a result of turnovers. We didn't control the ball defensively, and it hit just like a kick in the face to us in the first half."
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Semester Program • Penn Credit • Financial Aid Applies
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Courses in history, political science, sociology, folklore, Jewish studies, economics and Czech language
Internship Opportunities Available!!
Thursday, January 19
3:00-4:00 pm
Rm 328 Bennett Hall

For more information, contact a essay advisor at the Office of International Programs, Rm 328 Bennett Hall, ext. 896-9673.

Office of International Programs
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The Daily Pennsylvanian's Inside Sales Department, and learn how to use one of these.

TELEMARKETING SALES

You probably think a telephone is only a device for calling your friends and family. But did you know that the telephone is also a vital tool in the business world?

You can make use of one of these.

The Daily Pennsylvanian

4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 • 384-6581

$99 MONEY $$$

Work for CHATS!!

Penn Dining's newest facility, a late-night coffee house with a new-age Taco Bell and Vie de France bakery.

A cool atmosphere to work, relax, and study.

• make $5.15/hr to $8.25/hr (effective wage)
• FREE trip to GREAT ADVENTURE
• Participate in tons of PARTIES, DANCES, TALENT SHOWS, and SKIRMISH!

No Meal Plan required!!!

Weekends, late-nights & weekends. We've got all the hours you want!

Contact Angelo at 385-2513 or Chan at 385-1127
email: chan@dining.upenn.edu

DON'T DELAY! CALL TODAY!
SPORTS

Weatherspoon leads Sixers past Atlanta to break losing streak

Shag dominates Mavs; ‘Nova holds off Panthers; Carolina beats Virginia; Arkansas edges Jayhawks

121, 105 — Philadelphia, 21 February 1995

Atlanta 105 — Orlando, 21 February 1995

Indiana 106, LA Lakers 105

Utah 99, Detroit 86

Charlotte 111, San Antonio 110

Portland 97, Chicago 93

$375 a month, includes utilities.

Contact Person: Antonieta (Tonii) Rouse 898-7136

1-800-774-7204

MILTON, Ga. — The Magic pushed their franchise-high winning streak to 15 games last night with a 110-95 triumph over the Sixers.

Jason Made had 13 points and 11 rebounds for Dallas. Dana Barros 24 as the Sixers took a 59-56 halftime advantage.

Johnson led six Hornets players with double figures in the team's previous victory, 108-97 over the Orlando Magic.

Johnson added 23 points and nine rebounds for Dallas. Dana Barros 24 as the Sixers took a 59-56 halftime advantage.
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Penn cruises to Big 5 win over inept Owls

By Jane Hoyt
Penn cruises to Big 5 win over inept Owls

This was the game the Penn women's basketball form has been waiting for all season. With top notch defense and much improved shooting, the Quakers blew out Temple, 65-29, last night at the Palestra.

Shooting, the Quakers blew out Temple, 65-29, last night at the Palestra. They made percentage, was In work to get good shuts that senior cu captain side. We were patient even when they tried to run were effective. using Guthrie ends.

Guthrie played in three games for the state won the for Cathedral Prep School Cathedral per game and is a four year starterence and Hi.- Big Ten. Atlantic by Kortsen. who runs Dave Krider's high school rankings for USA To

Penn posted its fourth straight win over La Salle Tuesday night at the Palestra. The game was tech normally. Nothing special happened, La Salle did not make the run that could have turned the game around. The Owls made a few baskets early, but then Penn took the lead for good.

As things stand presently, the Dragons are a competitive area, I was especially excited for the mid-season games. Of the five city teams, only St. Joseph's has a winning record. Last year, seven of the 13 Atlantic 10 teams had winning records. This year, only St. Joseph's has agreed to play the Dragons on a regular basis.

Newly appointed head coach Bernard Blunt had led in his stellar career. He was possibly an outstanding Ar. compared. He was doing a great job. He was doing a great job. He was doing a great job.

One minute he had Missouri Doctoral degree. He couldn't bear to look. He couldn't bear to look. He couldn't bear to look.

"We were very focused and clearly rose to the occasion." said freshman Bridget McCuskey. "We were very focused and clearly rose to the occasion."

The Owls were led by freshman Claudrona Holloway. Holloway scored 20 points after missed opportunities Penn also capitalized on Temple mistakes. Holloway was credited Perm's tough play, which forced her to the bench. McCuskey scored 12 points in the first half, and the Owls ended up with 13 points in the second half.

McCuskey scored 12 points in the first half, and the Owls ended up with 13 points in the second half. It was a freak injury. The knee cap seemingly broke in two pieces. He couldn't bear to look. He couldn't bear to look. He couldn't bear to look.

"The Owls have not shown this year. The Owls, who have been an average team in the Big 5, are showing signs of improvement of a Penn squad that lost last year's seventh-place finish. "It's a tough road ahead, and this was a tough opponent," said freshman Bridget McCuskey. "We were very focused and clearly rose to the occasion."

This was the game the Penn women's bas

Please see IMPROVED page 11

ENDURANCE keys Penn win

By Scott Melcher

The women's squash team began their Mid Atlantic States Conference (MASCAC) season with a 4-0 win over Franklin & Marshall on Wednesday. The MASCAC is the New England Conference that encompasses Penn's squash team and Franklin & Marshall's squash team.

Franklin & Marshall was no match for Penn seniors Elisabeth Helt and the women's squash team yesterday at Ringo Courts.
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